GERM 3050: GERMAN FILM/ Spring 2017
Professor: Katharina Gerstenberger
M/W 3:00-4:20/ BEH S 105

Films we will watch and learn about:

- *Jenseits der Stille* (Beyond Silence)
- *Comedian Harmonists* (The Harmonists)
- *Lola rennt* (Run Lola Run)
- *Aimee und Jaguar* (Aimée and Jaguar)
- *Im Juli* (In July)
- *Nirgendwo in Afrika* (Nowhere in Africa)
- *Good Bye, Lenin!*

The course explores German culture and language through recent German films. You will learn about aspects of German culture, both in the past and the present, and analyze how contemporary filmmakers express these issues in their work through plot, visual imagery, casting, use of language, and music. The class gives students the opportunity to work with the selected films in considerable detail, thinking about the movies as a whole as well as developing an in-depth understanding of individual scenes.


**TAUGHT IN GERMAN**